P R E S I D E N T ’ S

V I E W

Affirming our Actions

A

historic moment for the College (the launch of a cam-

Also unwavering is our commitment to recruit and retain a

paign to support our strategic plan) coincides with a

diverse faculty and staff, a goal we have met with less success

more fundamentally historic moment for American

despite considerable long-term effort. Among this year’s faculty,

higher education. I’m referring to the U.S. Supreme Court’s
endorsement of race-consciousness in college admissions.
The cases involving admission to the University of

39 percent are women and 17 percent are people of color.
In the current hiring season we must recommit ourselves to
hiring talented faculty and to increasing the faculty’s diversity

Michigan’s undergraduate programs and law school affirm in a

by working even harder to broaden each applicant pool and to

majority ruling the principles articulated in 1978 by a single jus-

ensure that every promising applicant of color receives the

tice, Lewis Powell. Powell argued that there were compelling

level of review he or she deserves.

educational reasons for colleges to take race into account in

We are compelled to pursue racial and other forms of

admitting students, but that the process must operate without

diversity by the best of our history. This includes the call by

fixed quotas. The majority opinion in the Michigan law school

President Paul Chadbourne in 1872 that the College “will not

case, written by Sandra Day O’Connor, reinforces the idea that

be rich enough until … able to bring the education [it offers]

racial diversity is a compelling educational interest and adds

within the reach of the poorest young man in the land;” the

that colleges can work toward building a “critical mass” of

admission of the College’s first Black student, Gaius Charles

minority students on campus as long as the admission process

Bolin, in 1885; the decisions in the 1960s to recruit more black

focuses on the individual assessment of applicants.

students and to phase out fraternities; the subsequent move to

Supported by the Powell decision, Williams dramatically

coeducation; and the broader expansion of racial diversity in

remade itself for the better. U.S. minorities were 10 percent of

the 1980s under the leadership of President Frank Oakley.

the Class of 1977 and are almost 30 percent for the Class of

We are also compelled by our future. The world that

2007. At the same time, the academic talent of the student

Williams exists to serve will grow even more diverse. For us to

body has grown in every measure. We’ve expanded educa-

continue to prepare our students as leaders, we have to

tional opportunity: Our curriculum is richer and our campus life

embody that growing diversity on our campus.

more lively and varied. The diversity of the campus has

We have in this pursuit much encouragement. The best

enhanced our capacity for empathy and flexibility of mind,

prospective students are attracted to diverse campuses. Our

broadening what we know and how we know it. The educa-

faculty and staff have long embraced this goal and worked

tion we offer all our students has been greatly improved.

hard toward it. Our alumni overwhelmingly support it as a

For all these reasons, Williams, along with other colleges,
had filed with the Supreme Court an amicus brief affirming
these principles in the University of Michigan cases.
Supported even more strongly by the new rulings, we will

requirement for the College in a world that they know all too
well grows more complex by the year.
Our strategic plan, supported by The Williams Campaign, is
designed to improve every aspect of the College. To achieve

continue in our admission process to individually assess

that lofty goal, the continued diversifying of our campus

applicants to build an entering class of great talent and great

community must be woven into every change we make. True to

diversity. We will continue our programs designed to increase

the College’s highest values and buoyed by these historic court

the number of students from underrepresented groups who

rulings, let all of us at Williams recommit ourselves to the hard

pursue academic careers. We will review those programs to

but vital work necessary to make that happen. Our success as

ensure they are in the spirit of the new court rulings, but our

a college truly depends on it.

commitment to these programs and their goals remains firm.
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—Morty Schapiro

Symbols and Signs
ore than 75 years ago, New Mexico lawmakers chose as the centerpiece

To supplement the book, and as chairman of

M

Williams’ Center for Technology in the Arts and

lines in each of the cardinal directions. Inspired by a 19th century piece of pot-

Humanities, Brown created a Web site that allows

tery created by a member of the Zia Pueblo, the symbol represented what state

readers to follow in his research footsteps. Visitors to

officials called the “perfect friendship among native cultures.”

www.williams.edu/go/native will find in the chapter

of the state flag a “sun symbol,” composed of a red circle radiating four

Yet for the Zia, an Indian community about 35 miles north of Albuquerque,

Michael Brown

on the Zia a photograph of the sun symbol; a press release from Southwest

the friendship was not so perfect, according to Williams anthropologist Michael

Airlines, which worked closely with the pueblo to reproduce the symbol on its

Brown. “Aside from their concern about the inappropriate use of a powerful

New Mexico “logo” jet; and a link to the Canadian Intellectual Property Office

religious symbol,” he writes in his latest book, Who Owns Native Culture?, the

database, which shows the “official mark” registration for a petroglyph created

Zia “were angry because no
one had asked their permis-

Southwest Airlines’ New Mexico “logo” jet

by the Snuneymuxw first nation.
Brown, the James N. Lambert ’39 Professor of Anthropology and Latin

sion before adopting the

American Studies, came to Williams in 1980 after completing a doctorate in

symbol for the state flag.”

anthropology at University of Michigan. He began researching intellectual prop-

In Who Owns Native

erty rights of native populations a decade later, studying the New Age move-

Culture?, Brown uses case

ment and designing a seminar on the cultural ownership of knowledge in the

studies like that of the Zia to

United States, Australia and other developed countries. He also teaches classes

explore whether aspects of

such as “North-American Indians” and “Native Peoples of Latin America.”

indigenous people’s heritage and culture—such as art, religion or medicine—
can and should be protected from use by outsiders. Any answer, he says, must

Other books by Michael Brown:

respect the rights of native communities without blocking the open communi-

The Channeling Zone (1997); War of Shadows (1991); Tsewa’s Gift (1986);

cation essential to the life of pluralist democracies.

Una Paz Incierta (1984)

output of the program even more central to the

there probably wasn’t anywhere else that we

no idea of the ways in which you have to think,

life of the College and integrated with other disci-

would rather be than at Williams and in

the ways in which you have to integrate your

plines. Part of the challenge is related to thinking

Williamstown. I can’t imagine a better profes-

mental activity with your physical activity with

through how we want the department to grow.

sional situation than directing this program and

your emotional life.”

Why did you want this job?

teaching at this college in terms of being part of

After getting my doctorate, I taught at Trinity

Theater was interdisciplinary long before people

a dynamic learning community and being able to

talked about things being interdisciplinary. That is

University in San Antonio, Texas, for 11 years. That

contribute to its artistic life.

one of the great reasons for having theater on a

was a wonderful experience, but a couple of years

Is the theater a way of thinking?

college campus. When we do Brecht’s play Galileo,

ago I had the opportunity to head the theater

Absolutely. It is one of the most integrative

it’s a wonderful opportunity for us to talk to the

program at Georgetown University. Georgetown

ways of thinking that you can have. I would like

astronomy and physics departments. With a

was building its own new performing arts center,

every student on campus to take a beginning act-

Shakespeare play, we can go to the history and

and I was involved in the same type of work that

ing class. When we get students from other disci-

English departments. When we do a contemporary

is going on here now. When I got wind of this

plines into acting classes, 99 percent of them say,

political drama, we can go to other places on cam-

opportunity, my wife (Tracy ’80) and I decided

“Wow! I had no idea what was involved. I had

pus where people have appropriate expertise.
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eaming Spires

Exeter College Library.
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Among the Dreaming Spires

Originally, in order to give Williams
students the flexibility to explore subjects
that weren’t available back home—and
so that their grades would count toward
their Williams requirements—the juniors
were classified as “associate students” at
Oxford. As such, they had access to
many, but not all, of the resources and
services available to Exeter students.
For instance, it was sometimes
difficult to secure the appropriate tutor to
work with a Williams student on a
particular subject. Though students could
lunch at Exeter, they were restricted to
two dinners per week in the dining hall.
Their research time at the Bodleian was
limited to weekdays from 4 to 10 p.m.
The Hall at Exeter College, built in 1618.

and Saturday mornings. (The Bodleian is
not a lending library, and it can some-

Exeter opened its doors to Williams

year take at least four eight-week tutorial

times take hours for students to receive

juniors in 1985. Lord Crowther-Hunt,

courses and one four-week tutorial

books they’ve requested.) And access to

Exeter’s rector at the time, called the

course, spread over the three terms of

certain “faculty,” or departmental,

creation of the yearlong study abroad

the academic year.

libraries was prohibited.

program “the most important development this century for our respective
institutions.”
The program was designed to blend
independent study with tutorials, in
which a student and a faculty member
meet weekly to explore a subject in
depth. As is the case with Williams
tutorials, introduced in 1988, Oxford
tutorials require the student to master an
extensive reading list each week and
prepare an eight- to 10-page essay based
on the material. The faculty member, or
tutor, works with the student each week
to plumb the depths of the given topic
and refine the essay. The 25 or so
Williams students attending Exeter each
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Students at work in the
recently renovated library in
Ephraim Williams House.

A chalking on Exeter College
walls marking its successes in
Oxford rowing competitions.

Table tennis in the courtyard
of Ephraim Williams House.

Over time, many Oxford colleges

Meanwhile, mounting criticism

began accepting increasing numbers of

began to appear in the British press

U.S. students via study abroad. Known as

about American programs in Oxford

“visiting students,” they were considered

that charged exorbitant fees but were not

full members of the university during their

sanctioned by the university. Though the

year at Oxford, enjoying access to

programs used Oxford’s name, students

virtually all of the facilities, resources and

enrolled in them had no connection to

services available to undergraduates.

the university. The discrepancy prompted

Stairwell in Exeter College.

Administrators at Williams discussed
upgrading its juniors to visiting students
as well, but the change involved a considerable increase in the program’s annual
operating expenses—costs that, at the
time, seemed to outweigh the benefits.
But as visiting students became the
norm at Oxford, “Our students felt
increasingly marginalized,” says Chris
Waters, Williams’ Hans W. Gatzke ’38
Professor of Modern European History
and current director of the program at
Exeter. “Associate students, like those
from Williams, declined as a percentage
of the total number of American undergraduates in Oxford and began feeling
isolated from their American peers.”

Students relax in the Fellows’
Garden of Exeter College.
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Among the Dreaming Spires

Oxford to establish a working committee

juniors as full visiting

in early 2001 to assess the status of its

students, beginning with

associate student programs. Richard

the 2003-04 academic

Repp, a 1957 Williams graduate and

year. Oxford approved

master of St. Cross College at Oxford,

the new Williams-Exeter

was named the committee’s chairman.

Programme at Oxford

As Oxford was conducting its review,
Williams faculty voted in May 2001 to

University in June.
Repp is quick to

institute a sweeping set of curricular

point out that Oxford

initiatives that emphasized writing and

never had concerns

analytical thinking, experiential learning,

about the quality of the

interdisciplinary programs and an increase

Williams program.

in the number of tutorials. Because

“Williams has always

tutorials were already a central part of the

been on the side of the

Williams experience at Oxford, the

angels on this,” he says.

College was eager to strengthen its flag-

“It has always been very

ship study abroad program.

scrupulous.”

So when Oxford’s working committee

“Williams was really

Exeter College Chapel.

released a report last year recommending

committed to making

that the university phase out associate

this a flagship program, in which our

says Waters, who, in addition to serving

student programs over a five-year period,

students are fully integrated in the life of

as director of the Williams-Exeter

Williams requested that Oxford accept its

Exeter and the university as a whole,”

Programme, is Exeter’s tutor for visiting
students, reporting to Exeter on student
progress and working closely with
Exeter’s various subject tutors.
“It’s a change that everyone will be
able to feel,” says Elisia Lau ’04, who
spent last year at Exeter. Better access to
the libraries means “the nature of studying will be perhaps easier,” she says.
Students also will carry Oxford ID
cards and will be entitled to university
computing accounts, gaining access to
information on the Web available only to
Oxford students. The changes, Lau says,
will “put you more in sync with the rest
of the Oxford students.”
The students will continue to maintain their separate residence in Ephraim

An Exeter tutorial.
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Williams House, a four-building complex

a little more than a mile away from
Exeter. Williams purchased the property
in 1984 and, last year, invested about
$230,000 to refurbish the dining room,
renovate and expand the library, replace
the courtyard and wire all of the rooms
for Internet access. Three Exeter students
also live in Ephraim Williams House
each year, as does the program director.
The four houses that make up the
complex front three different streets, but
green lawns and gardens connect their
backyards. In addition to a basketball
hoop and bicycle rack, there is a collection of garden gnomes, each representing
a member of the Ephraim Williams
House staff. In the middle of the collec-

Ephraim Williams House bedroom.

tion sits a vividly purple cow.
Inside the complex are a library,
a computer lab, lounges, kitchens, a

But work remains the focus. “I spent

Middle Eastern studies, recalls his first

dining room where the students con-

a lot of time reading and thinking, and

tutorial, with esteemed history professor

vene each Wednesday for dinner, and

that gave me a taste of what it would be

John Darwin. “The first week I was

student bedrooms.

like to become a professor,” says

very self-conscious,” he says. “But I

Kathryn Kent ’88, an associate professor

learned to enjoy being challenged and

scheduling their time and can choose to

of English at Williams who spent her

being stumped.”

participate in a variety of college and

junior year at Exeter in 1986-87, the

university clubs and organizations and

second year of the program’s existence.

has been one of the program’s great

on athletic teams. A cultural fund

Her independent study, she says,

advantages for Williams, says Thomas

provides them with £200 sterling—

“brought together my interest in litera-

Kohut, the College’s acting provost.

roughly $315—to cover attendance at

ture with my interest in gender studies in

plays, classical concerts, museums,

ways I hadn’t quite imagined before.”

The students are responsible for

cricket matches and
other sporting events.
In the past two years
Williams also sponsored
two trips in March—one
to San Sebastian and

Matthew Ellis ’03, who spent his
junior year at Exeter and returned this
past fall to Oxford on
Williams’ Donovan-

That type of intellectual challenge

“We want to make very sure that our
students and our faculty go out into the
world and bring it back to keep Williams
refreshed and renewed,” he says. “Our
students have this experience at Oxford
and then come back for their senior year.

Moody fellowship to

I think this place is changed as a result,

study philosophy and

in small but not insignificant ways.” ■

Bilbao, and one to Nice—
during a break between
academic terms.

The Purple Cow garden gnome
in the courtyard of Ephraim
Williams House.

Carolyn Farrar is a free-lance writer
based in Letterkenny, Ireland.
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LIFE
AT WILLIAMS
In 1949, Ralph Crane visited the Purple Valley, camera in hand, to document life
on campus. The result was a nine-page spread in the Jan. 24, 1949, issue of Life
magazine, featuring photos and text that today remind us not only how much
Williams has changed since then, but also how much it has remained the same.
As Crane observed, "Williams is a small college in a small town and it wants to
stay that way." Here is some of what he saw.
The following is excerpted from the original Life magazine article.

T

his year as the winter term begins, Williams

friendly intimacy between its students and its faculty. Its famous

College finds itself nearly smothered with

Mark Hopkins, president from 1836 to 1872, was especially

students. They are swarming over the pretty

insistent on class discussion. It feels an enrollment of 850 is just

campus at Williamstown, Mass., jamming

about right. But in a time when U.S. colleges are moving more and

their cars into every available parking space,

more toward mass education, this sort of custom-made learning is

lugging skis, skates and suitcases into their

an expensive luxury. Today hundreds of small liberal-arts colleges

dormitories and fraternities. Altogether there are 1,123 of them.

like Williams, unable to depend on state funds and unwilling to

This is less than the enrollment of the freshman class at a big uni-

expand or raise tuition, must now get out and beg for money or

versity like California (Life, Oct. 25). But it is the biggest Williams

shut up shop.

has ever seen, and as far as Williams is concerned it is far too big.
Williams is a small college in a small town and it wants to stay
that way. It was founded in 1793, under the will of Colonel
Ephraim Williams, killed in the French and Indian War. It has
always believed strongly in small classes and the need for a
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PHOTOGRAPHS FOR LIFE BY

RALPH CRANE
©1949 TIME Inc. reprinted by permission.

In era of mass teaching it
considers smallness a virtue
TEACHING English, professor
shows his students lantern slides
of some Hogarth paintings.
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WILLIAMS COLLEGE

IN PROFESSOR’S HOUSE members
of creative-writing class sit around
living room while Professor Roy
Lamson (under lamp) reads their
short stories aloud.

Faculty

UNCROWDED LIBRARY is one advantage
of a college like Williams. All students
have free access to the stacks.

It has a close and friendly
relationship with students

Possibly the most familiar remark ever made about U.S. education was made about Williams. Speaking about Williams
President Mark Hopkins, U.S. President James A. Garfield,
Williams 1856 (who was assassinated on the way to a
Williams commencement), said, “The ideal college is Mark
Hopkins on one end of a log and a student on the other.” Not
much more than the length of a log separates teacher from student at Williams today. Professors are often guests of students
and some of them occasionally hold classes in their own
houses. Because the classes are small (average: 20), most can
call all their students by name.

TWO PROFESSORS combine to
teach a political economy
course to a class of only 16
students. They are (head of
table) Professors Schuman
(left) and Gordon.
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FACULTY PARTY, an
old-fashioned square
dance, is given by Dean
Robert Brooks (right,
checked shirt). Teachers do
a lot of entertaining
among themselves.

PUSHING CAR out of a snow bank is the usual
occupation the morning after a snow. After a winter
at Williams most students are adept at ice driving,
putting on chains, changing snow tires on their cars.

Campus
Its elm-lined streets
are lovely in the snow
A visitor to Williams 146 years ago
observed that “the situation of the
college is a decent, thriving country
town” where there are “comparatively few temptations to dissipation
and vice.” Williamstown today has
grown a lot, but it is still small and
still a college town. It is an important
part of Williams education. A
Williams man sees a lot of his campus
in four years. Because he is allowed
only three chapel cuts each term and
because he is not within easy range of
a big city, he is apt to participate in
more sports and attend more college
functions than his opposite number in
a big city college. In the winter, when
the first snow falls, he gets out his skis
and joins the rest of the college on the
ski slope. In the evenings, when there
is not much to do, he goes to the
town movie house or drinks beer in
the local bar. After he graduates he
never forgets the lovely campus and
the elm-lined streets of the town.

AFTER A SNOWFALL students walk
down Main Street to classes. The
college campus is on both sides
of the street. At left is the town’s
Congregational church.
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WILLIAMS COLLEGE

FRATERNITY ROW is on Main Street. Houses here are (left to right) DKE, Phi Delta Theta, Alpha Delta Phi. Phi Delt donors stipulated it must be tallest.

PINK ELEPHANT made of snow in front of
the Zeta Psi house is hardened with water.
Ice sculpture blossoms around Winter
Carnival weekend.
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CLASSROOMS ARE
BRIGHTENED in
winter by the loud
sweaters and
woolen shirts which
almost all Williams
men wear. These
students are taking
notes at a biology
lecture, one of the
few big lecture
courses, where
about 130 students
meet once a week.
The rest of their
work is done in labs
or in small sections.

SHOVELING SNOW off a fraternity roof is one of the jobs
usually relegated to freshman pledges. This is the Sigma
Phi building, an old mansion which was moved piece by
piece to Williams from Albany.

ON GUEST NIGHT in St. Anthony house (below), student wives and faculty members
are invited to fraternity candlelight dinner. This happens about once a week.
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S I G N AT U R E

by Seth Thomas Pietras ’01

He Had So Many More
Stories to Tell

Most of my exposure to Kirk occurred this past
spring at the A.W. Mellon Lecture Series at the

work hard, play hard, on the pitch and off, nihil in
moderato—a credo Kirk catapulted to a new level.

efore I knew it, I had a large stack of

B

National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. During

books on my lap—books about paradigm

the series, I marveled that someone as distin-

sat down with his former student Jeffrey Weiss,

shifts and non-Euclidean geometry in

guished as he would introduce himself week after

chief curator of modern and contemporary art at

modern art. “If you’re interested in what I’m

week. Each time he arrived at the podium, it was:

the National Gallery, to whom Kirk had referred

saying, you need to read these,” Kirk said. “Then

“Thank you for coming. I am Kirk Varnedoe.”

me. Our discussion, originally intended to be an

forget about it all and just look at the art.”
I had encountered Kirk Varnedoe ’67 on the

During the fourth lecture, however, I realized

Following the lectures and my visit with Kirk, I

informational session on modern art, rapidly

that even in a crowd of hundreds of informed

resembled two kids discussing their favorite

front cover of Rugby Magazine months earlier,

patrons who had waited hours to gain admit-

superhero; we were discussing Kirk. “He has

and as a fellow rugger with a mind for art history,

tance, recognition was not guaranteed. Following

always had an infectious sense of urgency and

I wanted to meet him. All I knew of Kirk I had

Kirk’s self-introduction, the group sitting next to

excitement about art history,” Weiss said. “He’s a
large reason why many people are in the field.”

read in Rugby and in Art Forum; he was like one

me dissolved into murmurs, having learned it was

of Richard Serra’s Torqued Ellipses: His salient and

Kirk Varnedoe lecturing, and not the author Kurt

valued attributes needed to be experienced to be

Vonnegut. True to form, by the end of the hour

have led me to write numerous essays on his

understood. Passages from The History of the

Kirk had the befuddled literary enthusiasts so

theories and lectures. My writing projects rest

Williams College Rugby Football Club report

enraptured with his treatise for abstraction, that I

mid-conversation—critiques of the Mellon series

endless “songfests led by the tireless Varnedoe.”

noticed the group returned to wait in line for each

that he prodded me to hone; his last e-mail to me

Entries from the club’s 1968 tour to England

of the subsequent lectures.

includes addresses where I was to send them. I’m

I understood. My brief encounters with Kirk

describe how the team “had time to visit a num-

I related the story to Kirk and he laughed,

ber of the museums in London and [how] having

adding that the confusion was common enough.

always said that art history needs better stories.

an art historian of Kirk’s now international stature

He told me he once ran into Vonnegut at a party;

“You need to look and think harder,” Kirk advised.

certainly made these visits more educational.”

the novelist admitted that people frequently chal-

“Art is not dead. It is more sophisticated than ever.

lenged his approach to modern art. Vonnegut, a

You need to see we are getting smarter.”

For all his later distinction, Kirk’s teammates
were quick to observe: “Anyone that knew Kirk in

painter himself, professed honor in being mistaken

the 1960s would find it hard to believe that he is

for the much respected director of MoMA.

now so well respected in the art history world.”

In the Mellon lectures, Kirk drew listeners into

sure his point was to get me writing, thinking. He

“I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t believe,”
Kirk said during his last lecture. He quoted Rutger
Hauer’s character, Roy Batty, in Blade Runner.
“Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of Orion as

On the flight to England, “I think we were actually

the vocabulary of abstraction, the terms of modern

roped off in the rear of the plane to protect us

art, which so many people find frighteningly

bright as magnesium; I rode on the back decks of a

from the other passengers who had heard

arcane. With arms outstretched, head back, eyes

blinker and watched c-beams glitter in the dark

Varnedoe’s rendition of ‘Eskimo Nell’ one too

closed, he spoke to the ceiling, offering up energy

near the Tanhauser Gate. All those moments, they’ll

many times!”

and content. While he was physically demonstrat-

be lost in time, like tears in the rain. …”

My interaction with Kirk began with rapid-fire

ing the giant cursive lines of Cy Twombly—the act,

“I feel like this,” Kirk said. “I have told you

e-mails, then phone calls and eventually a visit with

the repetition, the obsession—Kirk almost

many stories about abstraction, about Cy Twombly

him in June, during which we ruminated about

knocked over the podium. Unfazed, he steadied

and Jasper Johns … and I have so many more to

what art history could hold as a career. Throughout

the dais, then launched into a comparative criti-

tell,” he explained to the crowd. “But I have run

those exchanges, Kirk offered me his time and

cism of Twombly and Jackson Pollock, how the

out of time.”

sound advice. All I could offer him was a jersey I

complexity of each demanded to be understood on

won off an opposing Amherst scrum-half my senior

its own terms—a perspective needed even when

Seth Thomas Pietras ’01 is a reporter in

year—a fine contribution, he assured me.

reading the intricate mind of a Williams rugger:

Washington, D.C.
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